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Abstract: The development of sophisticated telecommunication equipment and other electro-electronic
devices resulted in a kind of electromagnetic pollution that affects the performance of other equipment
as well as the health of human beings. Intrinsically conducting polymers (ICP), mainly polyani-
line and polypyrrole, have been considered as promising candidates for applications in efficient
electromagnetic interference shielding (EMI) due to their ease of preparation, light weight, good
conductivity and corrosion resistance. One of the important advantages of these materials is the
capability to interact with the EM radiation through both absorption and reflection mechanisms thus
enlarging the field of application. In this context, this review article describes a recent overview
of the existing methods to produce intrinsically conducting polymers and their blends for electro-
magnetic shielding application. Additionally, it highlights the relationship between preparation
methods reported in the literature with the structure and properties, such as electrical conductivity,
electromagnetic shielding effectiveness (EMI SE), complex permittivity and permeability of these
materials. Furthermore, a brief theory related to the electromagnetic mechanism and techniques for
measuring the microwave absorbing properties are also discussed.

Keywords: microwave absorbing properties; EMI SE; conducting polymer; polyaniline; polypyrrole;
polymer blends; review

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic interference (EMI) is a kind of environmental pollution caused by
natural phenomena (such as solar flares, electrostatic discharge, etc.) and by electronic
devices [1–9]. The widespread use of smart electronic and communication equipment has
increased the emission of electromagnetic radiation in a wide range of frequency, depending
on the technology involved in their fabrication. This radiation can affect the sensitivity
and performance of other electronic devices, causing impacts on several sectors of daily
life, including personal mobile phones, communications, bank security, and may can cause
health hazards to human beings, when subjected to prolonged exposure [10,11]. Thus, there
is a growing concern about the development of materials able to shield from this radiation.
The electromagnetic interference shielding efficiency (EMI SE) of a material is based on its
ability of attenuating incident radiation through reflection and absorption mechanism [5–8].
The first phenomenon is promoted by the presence of mobile charge carriers that interact
with the EM waves and is important for electrically conducting materials. The absorption
mechanism is based on the conversion of EM into heat or other type of energy and/or
dissipation of the radiation [1,4]. This characteristic is achieved with electric and/or
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magnetic dipoles able to interact with the EM radiation. Materials whose protection
involves an absorption mechanism as the principal feature are receiving increasing interest
because they can avoid self-emission of EM waves besides being important in stealth
technology and defense to reduce the radar detectability of strategic targets [12,13].

A good microwave absorbing material should present low density, thin thickness,
flexibility and be able to absorb over a wide frequency range. The miniaturization of
electronics and tele-communication devices also requires flexible and processable materials
that can be easily shaped into different sizes and forms. Therefore, polymeric compos-
ites loaded with specific conducting and/or magnetic fillers (also known as extrinsically
conducting polymers) have been extensively explored for EMI shielding and microwave
absorbing applications [2]. Several important papers and reviews focus on carbon nanopar-
ticles (carbon nanotubes (CNTs), expanded graphite (EG), graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs),
carbon black (CB), etc.) as fillers due to their good conductivity, mechanical strength and
corrosion resistance [3–5]. Jiang et al., presented a good theory related to EMI SE and em-
phasized the conducting polymeric composites loaded with different conducting fillers [2].
Chandra et al., discussed the ability of hybrid materials, including polymer hybrid compos-
ites loaded with carbon−based materials, as EMI shielding materials [14]. Wanasinghe and
Aslani recently published a review related to the EMI SE of some non-conventional metal-
based materials, including composites with metals in the form of fibers or particles [15].
Intrinsic conducting polymers (ICP), mainly polyaniline (PAni) and polypyrrol (PPy), are
also promising candidates for developing microwave absorbing materials due to their
versatility of preparation with tunable conductivity, light weight, low cost of the reagents,
and high conductivity at microwave frequencies. Moreover, they can interact with the
EM radiation through an absorption mechanism. In fact, the EMI shielding properties of
neat ICP, mainly PAni and PPy, were reported in the literature as it will be discussed in
detail in the Section 4 of the present review. Additionally, several other studies highlight
the use of ICP-based hybrid materials for developing materials with outstanding EMI
shielding and microwave absorbing properties, in which these ICP were combined with
CNTs and graphene and their derivatives and also some metal oxide compounds. Wang
published an interesting review in 2014 focused on PAni/inorganic composites mainly
prepared by in situ polymerization of aniline in the presence of carbon materials, ferrite
and other inorganic materials [6]. They also presented some examples involving PAni with
some insulating polymers, like epoxy resin (ER), polyurethane (PU), rubber and poly(vinyl
chloride) (PVC) [6]. Jiang et al. also discussed hybrid materials involving conducting
polymer and inorganic materials [2]. Recently Lin et al. described different method and
applications of composites based on PAni with carbon and/or magnetic materials for
microwave absorption purposes [7].

Conducting polymers are brittle materials and hard to process, mold and shape into
artifacts. Therefore, several researchers are devoted to studying the use of these compounds
as fillers in an insulating conventional polymer matrix [16–18]. In view of the importance
of ICP in several important applications, this review highlights some recent advances
on ICP-based polymeric composites as EMI shielding/absorbing materials. Emphasis
will be given on different methodologies to prepare these systems based on ICP as filler
dispersed in insulating polymeric matrix as well as coatings for different fabrics. This
strategy was not considered in detail in other reviews of a similar topic. Although the
conducting nanocomposites based on carbonaceous nanomaterials as fillers have become
popular due to the greater accessibility of low-cost carbon materials, like CNT and GNP, the
nanocomposites involving ICP present some peculiar characteristics such as anti-corrosion
and anti-fouling properties.

2. Electromagnetic Shielding Mechanism

When an EM wave collides the surface of a material, it can be transmitted, reflected
and/or absorbed by the material, as illustrated in Figure 1 [6,8,9]. The ability of a shielding
material to reduce EM waves is defined by the electromagnetic interference shielding
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effectiveness (EMI SE). The total EMI SE (SET), given in decibels (dB), can be expressed
by the ratio of transmitted energy (Et), represented by transmitted EM wave in Figure 1,
and incident energy (Ei), represented by the incident EM wave in Figure 1, as shown in
Equation (1) [2,15,19,20]:

SET (dB) = −20 · log
(

Et

Ei

)
(1)
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The total SE (SET) of a shielding material is equal to the sum of reflection (SER),
absorption (SEA) and multiple-internal reflections (SEM) mechanisms, as described in
Equation (2) [14,21]:

SET (dB) = SEA + SER + SEM (2)

SER is mainly governed by the interaction of the EM waves with the mobile charge
carriers (electrons or voids) of the material [8]. Due to the high conductivity, the impedance
of the conducting materials is significantly different from the impedance of the free space,
thus causing the reflection of the incident wave [4,8]. Traditionally metallic materials,
including aluminum, copper, aluminium, stainless steel, etc. have been used as efficient
EMI shielding materials that reflect the EM waves. Thus, the SER is influenced by the
electrical conductivity (σ) and relative magnetic permittivity (µr) of the material and
frequency of the EM waves (f), according to Equation (3) [4]:

SER(dB) = 168 + 10 log
(
σ

fµr

)
(3)

On the other hand, the SEA is favored by the interaction of the EM waves with the
electric and/or magnetic dipoles of the material. This process involves the transformation
of energy to heat and is usually observed for materials with high dielectric constant and/or
high magnetic permeability [22,23]. The SEA is directly proportional to the thickness (d),
permeability (µ) and frequency, as described in Equation (4) [2,8]:

SEA(dB) = 131 · d(fµrσ)
1
2 (4)

Besides reflection and absorption, the EM wave can also interact with the material
through multiple reflection mechanism. Generally, porous materials or multi-component
composites present multiple reflection mechanisms. The SEM can be neglected in mi-
crowave region or when SE ≥ 10 dB [2,23]. However, the multiple reflections should be
considered when the EM wave interacts with various surfaces or interfaces (multilayered
systems). Multilayered electromagnetic shielding systems present improved microwave
absorbing properties due to the contribution of the multi-reflection mechanism [24].

When the EM radiation crosses the material, the strength of the transmitted radiation
will decrease exponentially. The distance of EM radiation able to penetrate inside the
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material is known as skin depth (δ), and constitutes another important parameter that
influences the shielding mechanism [2,8,25]. It can be expressed by Equation (5):

δ =
1√
πfµ · σ

(5)

where f is the frequency of the EM wave, µ is the magnetic permeability and σ is the
electrical conductivity.

The equation shows that the skin depth decreases with increasing the electrical con-
ductivity [26]. When the material is a perfect conductor with high conductivity, the skin
depth is nearly zero and the EM energy is totally reflected at the surface. In materials
with low electrical conductivity, the EM wave can easily penetrate to a large depth [25].
Furthermore, if the EM penetrates a distance of δ, the wave is attenuated exponentially
by 37% [27].

The multiple reflections depend on the δ. If the thickness that EM can penetrate
within the material is higher than skin depth, the absorption mechanism dominates the SE
and multiple reflection can be ignored. However, if the thickness is less than δ, multiple
reflections may occur inside the material and this energy can be reflected at internal surface
reducing the absorption, consequently decrease the SET [27].

2.1. Loss Mechanisms

When an electric field component of EM wave interacts with dielectric materials a
polarization occurs in atom and molecules, thus creating a dipole moment. For conducting
materials, the applied electric field induces mobile charge carrier’s movement, generating
a current density and consequently an electrical conductivity [28]. Thereby, the electrical
physics constant which describes how EM waves affect the dielectric material is known as
complex permittivity (εr), Equation (6):

ε = εr = ε′ − jε′′ (6)

where the real part, ε′, indicates the charge storage and the imaginary part, ε′′, indicates the
dielectric loss [29]. Similarly, for magnetic material the applied magnetic field induces spin
rotation and moment dipole [30]. The complex permeability (µr) describes the behavior of
the magnetic material with the EM wave, Equation (7):

µ = µr = µ′ − jµ′′ (7)

where the real part, µ′, indicates the magnetic storage and the imaginary part, µ′′, indicates
the magnetic loss [29,31].

The dielectric loss is governed by different types of polarization, including ionic,
orientational, electronic and interfacial polarization. In microwave region, the polarization
process is mainly due to the presence of dipole [26,32]. Dipole polarization occurs when
dipoles are aligned to an electric field, presenting a non-zero dipole moment, generating a
torque [29]. Interfacial polarization occurs whenever there is an accumulation of charges
at the interface of two different materials or two different regions within a material for
example, particle/polymer, charge/charge or defect/polymer [32].

The polarization loss can be explained by Debye Equation. According to Debye theory,
the complex permittivity can be expressed as Equation (8):

εr = εr∞ +
εr0 − εr∞

1 + j2πfτ
= ε′ − jε′′ (8)

where εr0 and εs∞ are respectively the static and high frequency permittivity, f is the
frequency, and τ is the relaxation time.

Equation (8) indicates that the permittivity is associated with a relaxation of dielectric
process caused by polarization, the Debye relaxation [33,34]. The polarization induced
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by some dipoles in response to the applied external EM field undergoes exponential
relaxation due to thermal fluctuations when the field is removed. These polarizations can
be represented by the Cole-Cole semicircle, where each semicircle represents a relaxation
associated with a polarization in ε′′ vs. ε′ plot [35,36].

Microwave magnetic loss can be explained by hysteresis loss, natural resonance and
Eddy current effect [37]. When an alternating magnetic field is applied to the magnetic
materials, a moment in the atom that causes precession is created. This phenomenon
is a natural resonance, also denominated ferromagnetic resonance [33]. Hysteresis loss
is induced by the permanent movement of the magnetic domains and the rotation of
the magnetic moments of the material. The coefficient is measured by vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM) [38]. This loss of energy, also called Eddy Current (C0), can be
expressed by Equation (9) [39,40]. When the C0 curves are constant in frequency function,
the eddy current loss is the main magnetic loss in that region of frequency:

C0 =
4 dµ0.d2σ

3
= µ′′

(
µ′
)−2f−1 (9)

2.2. Absorption Mechanisms

A good microwave absorbing material must present high dielectric and/or magnetic
loss and also improved impedance matching conditions with air. An improved impedance
matching contributes for the incident EM waves getting into the material without being
reflected at the surface. Permittivity and permeability determine the loss mechanisms that
justify the EM wave absorption process. From those parameters, it is possible to calculate
other properties that strong influences the absorbing characteristics as impedance match,
attenuation constant and thickness media [29,41–43].

The capability of microwave absorption of a material can be confirmed by determining
the attenuation constant (α). The attenuation constant describes the ability of a material in
attenuating and dissipating the electromagnetic wave by dielectric and magnetic loss, as
described in the Equation (10) [44]:

α =

√
2πf
c
∗
√
(µ′′ ε′′ − µ′ε′) +

√
(µ′ε′′ + µ′′ ε′)2 + (µ′′ ε′′ − µ′ε′)2 (10)

To achieve an efficient absorbing material, combination of impedance match and a
collaborative balance among dielectric and magnetic loss must be achieved [2].

The impedance of a material (Zr) is calculated from εr and µr, according to Equation (11):

Zr = Z0

√(
µr

εr

)
tanhj

(
2πfd

c

)√
µrεr (11)

where Z0, σ, f, c and d are impedance of the air, conductivity material, frequency, light speed
and material thickness, respectively. When Zr is similar to the impedance of the air (Z0),
the incident EM wave can penetrate into material, avoiding reflection on the air/material
interface, thus promoting the EM absorption [45]. This is called impedance match. From
the impedance values, it is possible to obtain the reflection loss (RL), a quarter-wavelength
matching model and the best configuration of multilayer structure.

The EM absorption performance of an absorbing material can be evaluated in terms of
the attenuation of reflectivity or reflection loss. For this kind of measurement, a conducting
metal plate is placed behind the absorbing material sample. Reflection loss (RL) is defined
as the relationship between the electromagnetic energy reflected (Er) by the material and
the energy incident on the material (Ei), Equation (12) [33,46,47]:

RL(dB) = −20 log
(

Er

Ei

)
(12)
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The calculation of the RL is based on transmission line theory, from Zr, εr and µr,
which is obtained by Equation (13) [48,49]:

RL (dB) = 20 log
∣∣∣∣Zr − Z0

Zr + Z0

∣∣∣∣ (13)

To improve the impedance match for obtaining better absorption and consequently
lower RL value is convenient that material have ε r ≈ µr [50]. The synergistic effect of those
properties permits the dissipation of the EM wave energy as strong dielectric and magnetic
loss [19,51].

The thickness of the material can also influence the EM wave absorption. The effect is
explained by the quarter-wavelength (λ/4) matching model. In the model, when an EM
wave penetrates a material, a percentage may be absorbed and another part will be reflected
at the first interface air/material and the second interface material/metal plate. Once the
two reflected energy waves have a phase difference of 180◦, a cancellation of the phase
will happen and the total reflected energy is zero, promoting destructive interference. The
ideal absorber thickness (tm) promotes excellent microwave absorption when a cancelation
phase occurs between these two reflected energy waves [52]. The model describes the
relationship between tm and the peak frequency from Equation (14):

tm =
c

4f
√
|εr||µr|

(14)

3. Techniques for Measuring the Microwave Absorbing Properties

There are basically four methods to measure EMI SE of a material: (i) free space
method; (ii) shielded box method; (iii) shielded room method or anechoic chamber and
(iv) coaxial transmission line method. [53]. In this section, only the two methods mainly
employed in scientific works will be briefly described.

3.1. Free Space Method

One of these tests consists of measuring the reflectivity in free space of large samples
and usually employs the NRL Arch [54]. This equipment was developed by the United
States Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), for testing absorbing materials in a wide fre-
quency range [55,56]. Figure 2 illustrates the system, which consists of a physical arc
equipped with a transmitting antenna and a receiver located along the arc at a constant
distance from the material to be measured. The arc structure is designed in such a way to
keep the antennas pointed towards the center of the material under test, no matter where
they are positioned. The test environment must not be affected by reflections from the
ground, the sides or the ceiling of the environment where the measurements are being
made. For this reason, good quality EM radiation absorbing materials with EM attenuation
above 50 dB are usually placed around the arc [57]. The object under analysis is located
at a minimum distance from the antennas. A network vector analyzer is connected to
the transmitting antenna to provide the signal that generates the frequencies, whereas
the receiving antenna is connected to a spectrum analyzer. Before evaluating the sample,
calibration is performed by measuring the resulting power reflected from a metal plate as
reference (an ideal reflector material). The test material is then placed on the plate and the
signal reflected by the sample is measured [56].
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Another free space method is based on the radar cross section (RCS) method, which
is mainly used for military purposes. In this method, the object under radar detection
has a cross section that reveals its location and provides the ratio of scattered power to
incident power.

The area of the target depends not only on the frequency and the nature of incident
and scattered waves, but also the angle between the incident and reflected signals on the
object [28]. RCS is typically used to characterize the target’s properties and not the effects
of transmitter or receiver power, the localization of the transmitter or distance from the
receiver. RCS is also call echo area [58]. For the stealth technology, a reduction in RCS
is mandatory to turn the target invisible to radar detection. The echo intensity can be
reduced by using appropriate target shape that can reflect and/or diffract the incident
wave in different directions from the radar [59,60]. Other techniques involve the use of
radar absorbing materials [12,58–60]. The shape is considered the first step to RCS control.
Flat surfaces can be avoided as they fully reflect the incident wave. Serrated shapes or
shapes different from plane promote dispersed radar waves [60].

3.2. Coaxial Transmission Line Method

The coaxial transmission line method is one of the most used for measuring EMI SE
because they can be used in a wide range of frequency. In this method a sample holder
(wave guide) containing the sample to be analyzed is inserted into the line, as illustrated in
Figure 3. The measurements are taken at specific frequency range using a vector network
analyzer (VNA). The incident EM wave coming from Port 1 reaches the sample located in
the wave guide. Part of the radiation is reflected returning to Port 1 and the other part is
transmitted and detected in Port 2, in transmission/reflection mode. These measurements
provide the complex scattering parameters (S-parameter), S11 (or S22) and S12 (or S21) with
port 1 and port 2. The S11 parameter is related to the reflected radiation whereas S12
parameter corresponds to the transmitted radiation after crossing the sample. From these
parameters, the SET, SER and SEA can be estimated though the Equations (15)–(17) [1,61]:

SET = −10 log(T) = −10 log |S21|2 (15)

SER = −10 log (1− R) = −10 log
(

1− |S11|2
)

(16)

SEA = SET − SER − SEM (17)

where T is the transmission coefficient and corresponds to the fraction of the incident wave
that cross the sample and R is the reflection coefficient and refers to the fraction of the
incident wave reflected from the sample surface that returns to the port 1. SEM represents
the multiple reflection of the wave in the sample interior.
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Figure 3. (a) Transmission/Reflection Method and (b) Reflection Method.

In the transmission/reflection method (Figure 3—left side), the incident signal emitted
from port 1 (or 2), reaches the sample with identical dimensions of the cross-section of
the waveguide, and the signal can be reflected, represented by S11 (or S22), transmitted to
port 2 (or 1), represented by S21(or S12), or absorbed. In this configuration, it is possible
to obtain the following properties: SE, µ′, µ′′, ε′ and ε′′. The complex permittivity and
permeability are calculated from NRW algorithmic [62].

In the reflection method (Figure 3—right side), the sample is backed by a metal
plate, being considered a 100% reflective material, with 0% of energy absorption. This
configuration is used to determine the RL. In this method, the EM waves goes towards the
sample, and the signal can be reflected, represented by S11, or absorbed [26].

The sample holders are waveguides characterized by guiding longitudinal metallic
structures, where the EM radiation is propagated. They can be rectangular or toroidal -type
wave guides (Figure 4), depending on the measured frequency range and are considered
perfect conductors because they are closed system that allows internal reflections on the
walls without losing energy [33].
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The cross section of the rectangular waveguide determines the evaluated frequency
range. For example, for C-band analysis (4 to 8 GHz), the cross-section dimensions are 34.9
and 18.8 mm respectively. For X –band analysis (8.2 to 12.4 GHz), the dimensions are 22.10
and 10.0 mm, respectively; and for Ku-band analysis (12.4 to 18 GHz), the dimensions are
15.8 and 7.9 mm [63,64]. Noting that the higher the frequency, the smaller the cross- section
of the waveguide.

4. EMI SE and Microwave Absorbing Properties of Intrinsic Conducting Polymers
4.1. Main Characteristics of Intrinsically Conducting Polymers

Over the last two decades great interest has been devoted to the development of
intrinsically conducting polymers (ICP) for shielding applications due to their distinct
electronic properties. This class of polymer is characterized by the presence of a conjugated
π-electron system in the main chain (Figure 5). The conjugated polymer (non-doped
state) can be converted into a doped state using different doping processes which induce
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substantial changes in the properties such as electrical conductivity, dielectric properties,
EMI SE, microwave absorbing (MA) properties, and others. For example, during the
doping process, the electrical conductivity of ICP can be increased, from insulating (10−15

to 10−5 S/cm) to a semiconductor material (10−4 to 103 S/cm).
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Among several techniques to produce ICP in their doped state, the electrochemical
and chemical oxidative polymerization of an appropriate monomer, such as aniline (Ani),
pyrrole (Py) and 3,4 ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) are commonly exploited due to
their ease to control the structure and properties of these class of polymers [65–68]. The
electrochemical method produces films while powders are obtained by oxidative chemical
polymerization. Oxidative chemical polymerization is the preferred method to produce ICP
because of its ease of scale-up. The most popular ICP is PAni due to its easy preparation,
low cost of the reagents, redox tunability and reversible transformation between the
insulating/conducting form by a simple protonation/deprotonation process [65,69]. A
huge amount of papers and reviews discuss different procedures for the synthesis of
ICP [65–72]. The different methodologies, including temperature, stirring, nature of the
protonating agent, doping level, solvent, etc., exert a great influence on the crystallinity
and electronic structure (polarons and bipolarons) of the resulting ICP. Thus, by adjusting
the synthesis conditions, a good level of conductivity and outstanding EMI shielding
effectiveness may be easily achieved.

4.2. EMI SE and Microwave Absorbing Properties of Pure ICP

The first concerns with the use of neat ICP, such as PAni, PPyand polyacetylene (PAc)
for EMI SE was reported by Joo and Epstein [73]. For this study, PPy was synthesized
by electrochemical technique while Pac and PAni films were prepared using chemical
oxidative polymerization of acetylene or aniline in the presence of oxidizing agents.

Neat ICP samples prepared by oxidative chemical polymerization are obtained in
the form of powder or thin films directly from the dispersion of these materials. Due
to their highly conjugated structure, they are hardly soluble and processable. Therefore,
samples for EMI SE studies are generally produced by compression moulding the powder
in the pure form or combined with paraffin wax directly in the wave-guide flanges of
network analyser. Moreover, thin films may also be obtained by performing the oxidative
polymerization in the presence of a suitable substrate.

The EMI SE and microwave absorbing (MA) properties of ICP strongly depend on
the electrical conductivity and dielectric properties of the neat ICP, which in turns can be
controlled or improved by an appropriate choice of the oxidizing agent and polymerization
parameters such as temperature, stirring, etc. For example, Tantawy et al. [74] prepared
PAni nanopowder by a free-solvent approach and also by a conventional methodology
with solvent. The PAni prepared without solvent displayed higher conductivity (27 S/cm),
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intermediate crystallinity and superior EMI SE (20 dB) in the X-band frequency range,
when compared with those employed conventional chemical synthesis in water.

4.3. The Effect of Dopant on the EMI SE of ICP

The use of functionalized protonic acids as dodecylbenzene sulfonic (DBSA), camphor
sulfonic (CSA), naphthalene sulfonic (NSA), p-toluene sulfonic (TSA) or phosphonic acids,
and surfactants in an oxidative chemical polymerization of Ani or Py is an interesting
approach to improve the processability, thermal stability, increase the solubility of the ICP in
common solvents, and improve the and also the compatibility with conventional polymers.

Phang et al. [75] investigated the effect of doubly dopant agents, TSA and dichloro
acetic acid (DCA), on the MA properties of PAni. For this study, a toroidal shaped sample
with 4 mm thick was employed. Sample with higher conductivity was achieved by using
TSA/DCA dopant ratio of 1/1. Moreover, better microwave property was observed in
the frequency range of 4–13.5 GHz, with SER and SEA of around 57–64% and 34–41%
respectively. Due to the relatively high conductivity, the EM attenuation by reflection is
important, thus limiting some applications. The authors did not mention the overall EMI
SE for these systems.

Ohlan et al. [76] prepared PAni doped with different contents of DBSA as dopant
agent by microemulsion polymerization. Samples with a thickness of 2 mm were produced
through compression moulding of the as-synthesized PAni.DBSA powder. Higher electrical
conductivity was achieved for the Ani/DBSA molar ratio of 1:3. EMI SE analysis performed
in the frequency range of 8.2–12.4 GHz revealed that the SER (due to reflection) decreased
and the SEA (due to absorption) increased with the DBSA concentration. The sample
prepared with Ani/DBSA = 1:3 presented SER and SEA values at 12.4 GHz of −2.2 dB and
−26.5 dB, respectively.

Qiu et al. [77] prepared PAni doped with CSA, (HCl and phosphoric acid (H3PO4).
For EMI shielding characterizations, the PAni powder was mixed in the molten paraffin
wax in a mass ratio of PAni/paraffin of 40:60 and compression moulded into specimens
with 0.35 mm thickness. The counteranion inserted into the polymer chain exerted a great
influence on the structure and properties of the doped PAni samples. Figure 6 illustrates
the EMI SE at 10 GHz and conductivity of PAni samples doped with different protonic
acids. Although the differences in conductivity values were not high, PAni.CSA sample
displayed slightly higher conductivity thus contributing for the outstanding EMI SE value
of 24–20 dB. The absorption mechanism was more important for all samples. According to
the authors, the hydroxyl group of CSA exerts a repulsion effect and some organization of
the chains. The crystallinity degree of this sample was also slightly higher.
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4.4. Effect of Surfactant on the EMI SE of ICP

The electrical properties of neat ICP can be also improved by using surfactants dur-
ing the oxidative polymerization. In this regard, the effect of various concentration of
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sodium lauryl sulphate (SLS) (5, 10 and 30 mM) on the electrical conductivity and EMI
SE values of PPy prepared by direct chemical oxidation of Py was evaluated [78]. It was
demonstrated that the PPy particle size decreased from 53 to 28 nm with increasing anionic
surfactant content. Electrical conductivity as high as 22 S/cm and EMI SE values of 49 dB
in the frequency range of 12–18 GHz were achieved for PPy prepared in the presence of
30 mM of SLS.

The effect of cationic surfactant such as the cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)
on the structure, electrical properties and EMI SE of PAni was evaluated [79]. For this
study, PAni was prepared by inverse emulsion polymerization of Ani in toluene using a
mixture containing DBSA and CTAB. For EMI shielding characterizations, the PAni powder
was compression-moulded into specimens with 2.0 mm thickness and analysed in the
X-band (8.2–12.4 GHz) frequency range. PAni.DBSA prepared without the addition of
CTAB presented electrical conductivity value of 0.37 S/cm and total EMI SE of around
25 dB. The presence of CTAB in a CTAB/DBSA molar ratio of 0.5 resulted in a significant
improvement of conductivity and EMI SE, whose values stayed in the range of 2.2 S/cm and
45 dB respectively. The outstanding electrical properties was attributed to the morphology
characterized by the presence of thin lamellar structure with thickness around 100–150 nm.

In another work reported by our research group, DBSA and zwitterionic ionic liquids
based on imidazolium and triphenyl-phosphonium containing sulfonate group were also
used as dopant systems and CTAB as the surfactant [80]. The presence of CTAB promoted a
significant increase in the electrical conductivity value of PAni.DBSA and a slight improve-
ment of the attenuation of the EM radiation from 28 dB to around 32 dB. As also reported
in other works in the literature, CTAB acts as soft template for the propagating species, and
induces the orientation of PAni chain, thus favouring the delocalization of charge [81]. The
effect of CTAB and ionic liquid on the conductivity and total EMI SE values of PAni.DBSA
was also illustrated in Figure 7.
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The combination of CTAB and the zwitterionic-based imidazolium ionic liquid sig-
nificantly increases the EMI shielding efficiency of the PAni.DBSA sample, whose values
around 55 dB were achieved for sample with 1 mm thickness [80]. All samples presented a
higher contribution of reflection mechanism to the overall EMI SE.

4.5. EMI SE of ICP s Thin Films

Thin films based on neat ICP layers were also produced by in situ polymerization
of the monomer on appropriate substrates. For example, PPy films with good MA prop-
erties and EMI SE were obtained through the in situ polymerization of Py on an alu-
mina substrate [82–84]. PPy.H2SO4 prepared with ammonium peroxydisulfate (APS) as
oxidant with thickness of 1.5 µm displayed EMI SE value of around 10 dB at around
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9.2 GHz [82].The same research group used a similar approach for studying the effect of
different oxidants as APS, ferric chloride (FeCl3) and potassium persulfate (K2S2O8) [83].
The polymerization carried out with K2S2O8 resulted in PPy.H2SO4 thin film with 5.2 µm
thickness, conductivity of 0.13 S/cm and a maximum EMI SE of 14.75 dB at 10.2 GHz.
The outstanding behavior was attributed to the compact and dense globular morphol-
ogy observed for this sample. In another study, PPy thin film with 4.38 µm thickness
deposited onto alumina coupons was prepared with different Py concentration, without
protic acid [84]. The highest EMI SE of 19 dB was observed in the Ku-band frequency
region for the sample prepared with 0.2 M of monomer concentration. This sample also
presented minimum RL of −30.8 dB at 14.2 GHz. The authors attributed the outstanding
performance to the cauliflower-like morphological structure of this sample, which should
promote multiple reflection or scattering phenomena of the EM wave inside the cores of
the PPy hemispheres.

Thin films of PAni.CSA were also prepared by casting a solution in m-cresol onto a
glass substrate [85]. The film peeled of the substrate, with a thickness of 0.18 mm, resulted
in an overall EMI SE of around 45 dB at X band and 43 dB at Ku band. The m-cresol acted
as a solvent and a secondary dopant. In spite of the very interesting response in terms of
EMI SE, this system presents significant limitations due to the use of m-cresol which is a
very toxic solvent.

Summarizing, neat ICP as compressed powder samples or even thin films have been
considered as EM SE and MA materials. Table 1 summarizes some studies concerning
the synthesis of ICP, as well as the maximum electrical conductivity and EMI SE values
achieved for these materials.

Table 1. EMI SE of some ICP samples obtained by oxidative chemical polymerization.

ICP σ(S/cm) SET (dB) Frequency
Range (GHz) Thickness (mm) Obs. Ref.

PAni.HCl 27 20 8.2–12.4 7 Powder—solvent free [74]
PAni.CSA 1.3 24–20 8.0–12.0 0.35 Powder/paraffin wax [77]

PAni.DBSA 2.2 45 8.2–12.4 2 Powder/CTAB as surfactant [79]
PAni.DBSA 3.4 29 8.2–12.4 1 powder [80]
PAni.DBSA 11.0 32–35 8.2–12.4 1 Powder/CTAB [80]
PAni.DBSA 16.3 55 8.2–12.4 1 Powder/CTAB and ionic liquid [80]
PPy.FeCl3 22.0 49 12.4–18.0 2 SLS as surfactant [78]

PPy.H2SO4 0.013 10 9.2 0.0015 film [82]
PPY.H2SO4 0.136 14.75 10.2 0.0052 film [83]

PPy 0.10 19 16.5 0.0044 film [84]

CTAB = cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide; SLS = sodium lauryl sulfate.

It is difficult to compare the results because of different procedure used for the syn-
thesis, the thickness of the samples and the frequency range analysed. Moreover, some
PAni as powder was compounded with paraffin wax, thus affecting the amount of di-
electric/conducting characteristics for analysis. The presence of surfactant during the
synthesis affects the morphology and contributes for an increase of conductivity and total
SE. Additionally, for similar systems, higher conductivity usually increase the SET due to
the higher concentration of free charge carrier able to interact with the EM radiation. The
most drawbacks of these materials is the brittle nature of ICP, thus limiting their application
in the present form.

4.6. EMI SE of ICPs—Based Hybrid Materials

The EMI shielding properties by absorption mechanism are very useful to control self-
emission of the EM radiation and also to protect military targets through the well-known
stealth technology. The MA properties depend on the magnetic permeability, dielectric
permittivity and conductivity of the material. A good absorbing material must present
high EM attenuation in a determined frequency and a wide bandwidth with RL less than
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−10 dB (more than 90% of absorption). In this context, ICP have been combined with other
dielectric and/or magnetic materials to enhance their ability of absorbing the radiation.
Carbon materials have been used as dielectric partners for ICP-hybrid materials whereas
magnetic materials have been also used to attenuate the incident radiation due to the
magnetic loss. Gupta et al. [86] reported the EMI SE of hybrid materials constituted by
natural graphite flakes (NGF), PAni and CNT. PAni was first synthesized in the presence
of NGF particles. Then, the PAni@NGF hybrid containing 5% of NGF was mixed with
different amounts of CNT using solvent approach. The PAni@NGF hybrid presented SET
of around 46 dB in all frequency range (12.4–18 GHz). The addition of CNT resulted in
additional increase of conductivity and SET. In all hybrids, the absorption phenomenon
dominated the shielding effectiveness, which was attributed to the high dielectric constant
and dielectric loss.

PAni nanorods were also prepared in the presence of amino-functionalized graphene
nanoplatelets (GNPs) for developing MA materials [87]. The product was mixed with
paraffin wax (a transparent compound for EM radiation) in a proportion hybrid/wax = 1:2.
The RL was calculated for different thickness, according to Equation (13). The authors
reported minimum RL values of −51 dB at 11.2 GHz with a thickness of 2.5 mm. Moreover,
the bandwidth less than−10 dB (90% of EM absorption) was around 4 GHz (from 9.6 to 13.6
GHz) [87]. Other examples of ICP/carbon hybrid materials with MA properties are sum-
marized in Table 2 and can also be found in a recent review published by Lin et al. [7]. The
symbols ICP@filler indicates that ICP was synthesized in the presence of the carbon filler.

Magnetic materials were also combined with ICP to improve the microwave absorbing
properties. Blending ferrite and other metal oxides with ICP have been chosen to improve
the absorption properties of the hybrids due to the dielectric and magnetic characteristics
of each component. The ferromagnetic nanoparticles in a nanocomposite usually reduce
the impedance mismatch at the air/material interface. The combination of magnetic and
electric properties by using hybrid materials usually contribute for an attenuation of the EM
radiation in a broadband of frequencies. In fact, some of these systems are able to attenuate
more than 90% of the EM incident radiation (RL < 10 dB) in a wide frequency range, which
is very important for several applications in electro-electronic devices. A great number of
examples can be found in the literature and a few examples are summarized in Table 3.

Iron oxides are considered very popular and inexpensive materials and were com-
pounded with different ICP. Mahmoudi- Badiki et al. synthesized PAni in the presence
of F3O4 previously prepared by coprecipitation (Fe3O4-cop) and hydrothermal method-
ology (Fe3O4-hyd) [88]. The presence of Fe3O4-hyd resulted in hybrid with higher EM
attenuation, reaching minimum RL value around −31 dB for the sample with 3.5 mm. The
better response of the PAni@Fe3O4-hyd is due to the peculiar morphology and the higher
magnetic properties.

Zhou et al. [89] prepared Fe3O4 hollow microsphere surrounded by PEDOT as a
core-shell morphology and studied the effect of the Fe3O4/PEDOT composition on the RL
value. Hybrid with 20% of PEDOT resulted in RL of around −30 dB at 9.5 GHz with 4 mm
thickness. Increasing the amount of hybrid in the blend with paraffin wax resulted in an
increase of RL (lower absorption) probably because of the increasing of the conducting
component and the stronger contribution for the reflection mechanism.

PEDOT−based hybrids were prepared by one-step method using FeCl3, which plays
the role of oxidant for the synthesis of PEDOT and the precursor for the preparation of iron
oxide together with Fe2+ ion [90]. The formation of α-FeOOH (goethite) or maghnemite
(γ-Fe2O3) is controlled by adjusting the [Fe3+]/[Fe2+] molar ratio. The better response
was observed when [Fe3+]/[Fe2+] corresponded to 3.0, although the saturation magne-
tization was lower than the other hybrids. In this case, RL value around −44 dB at 8
GHz was observed for samples with thickness of 4 mm. A similar methodology was also
employed to prepare PPy/PEDOT@α-FeOOH [91]. The best calculated RL value of −16.9
at 15.8 GHz was observed for the hybrid prepared with [Py]/[Fe2+] of 1.0. Increasing the
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amount of Py in the synthesis, resulted in a hybrid with higher conductivity but decreased
EM attenuation.

Barium hexaferrite (BaFe12O19, BHF) was also employed as the partner for preparing
PAni/BHF hybrid materials with good EMI shielding effectiveness [92]. For the sample
with 3 mm thickness and dispersed in 50% of paraffin wax, neat PAni displayed SET of
around 12 dB at 12 GHz. The addition of BHF increased the SET to 20 dB up to 8% of BHF.
Beyond this concentration, the efficiency decreased as the amount of BHF increased but the
SET was still higher than neat PAni, except for those containing 25 and 40% of BHF. Similar
behavior was observed for the samples with 5 mm thickness, with SET value of 28.6 dB
with 8% of BHF. According to the authors, the decrease in EMI SE with higher amount of
BHF was due to the interruption of the continuity of the PAni phase, resulting in small
ohmic losses, but by adding 8% of BHF, the dispersed magnetic particles can contribute for
the attenuation, due to multiple scattering of EM radiation. Increasing the amount of BHF,
the agglomeration of the nanoparticles decreases the polarization effect at the interface due
to a decreasing of the interfacial area. The combination of CNT with PAni and BHF resulted
in a significant increase of EM attenuation where SEA values of −36 dB at 12.4 GHz was
reached by using 20% of CNT in the ternary blend [93]. As observed in other report [93],
the presence of high amount of ferrite resulted in very low EM attenuation.

Choudhary et al. also investigated the effect of coral-shaped yttrium iron garnet (a
soft ferrimagnetic material) on the EMI SE of the corresponding PAni-based hybrids [94].
Also in this system, the best amount of the magnetic YIG corresponded to 20%. The SET
increased from around 22 dB at 18 GHz for pure PAni to around 44 dB with the presence
of 20% of YIG. This behavior was also explained by the multiple dielectric relaxation
processes and an increasing of interfacial polarization promoted by the morphology of
the nanoparticles.

The combination of ferrite with ICP usually improves the absorbing properties in a
wide frequency range due to a synergistic effect of dielectric and magnetic properties to-
gether with the tuned electrical conductivity. For example, the PAni@Zn0.5Ni0.4Cr0.1Fe2O4
presented slightly lower RL value (better attenuation) than neat PAni, but a significant
increase of the bandwidth with attenuation higher than 90% [95]. According to the exam-
ples presented in Table 3, outstanding performance in terms of minimum RL and also the
frequency range with EM attenuation superior to 90% (<−10 dB) can be achieved by using
a combination of ICP, a carbon nanomaterial like GNP and a ferrite. This result may be
due to several factors, including multi-reflection due to an increase of interfaces within the
material, the improved dielectric and magnetic properties and the impedance matching
between the air and the material at the surface, which permits the wave to penetrate into
the material without reflecting back at the surface.

Despite the very attractive EMI SE/MA properties revealed by these interesting
works described above, neat ICP are insoluble in common organic solvents and not melt-
processable in their conductive form due to their highly conjugated structures. Moreover,
they have poor mechanical properties and low thermal stability when compared to convec-
tional polymers, which limits their use for shielding applications. The hybrids also present
similar drawbacks. In fact, almost all systems discussed in this topic were prepared by
pressing the powder directly to the wave guide (with toroidal or rectangular shape) or
blending the powder with a specific amount of paraffin wax to facilitate the measurement.
However, it is hard to build some devices mainly thicker devices, because it is impossible to
keep the mechanical integrity and shape. To overcome these drawbacks, several interesting
techniques have been reported in the open literature, in which ICPs are used as filler into
insulating polymer matrix or as coating in fabrics and other substrate.
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Table 2. Microwave absorbing properties of Hybrid materials based on ICP and carbon materials.

System Frequency
Range (GHz)

EM Absorption
(dB) Thickness Bandwidth

(<10 dB) (GHz) Obs. Ref.

PAni@NGF 12–18 −45 (SEA) 2.5 - 5% NGF/pressed
powder [86]

PAni@NGF/CNT
(90/10 wt%) 12–18 −80 (SEA) 2.5 - 5% NGF/pressed

powder [86]

PAni.HCl@NH2-
GNP 11.2 −51.5 (RLmin/calc) 2.5 4 (9.6–13.6 GHz) 65% of paraffin wax [87]

PEDOT@RGO 6.9 −13.4 (RLmin/calc) 2.5 - 50% of paraffin wax [96]
PAni.HCl@GNP

(6.5/1 wt) 8.5 −25.9 (RLmin) 2.0–4.0 80% of paraffin wax [97]

PAni.HCl@GNP
(5000/1 wt) 12 −25 (RLmin/calc) 2 4 (10–14 GHz) 40% of paraffin wax [98]

PAni.HCl@CNT
(75/25 wt%) 12–18 −28 (SEA) 2 - Pressed powder [99]

PAni.DBSA/graphite
(10/90 wt%) 8–12 −17 (SEA) 2 - Pressed powder [100]

PAni/CB (70/30
wt%) 11.5 −40 (RLmin/calc) 2 - 35% of epoxy resin [101]

CB = carbon black; RGO = reduced graphene oxide.

Table 3. Microwave absorbing properties of Hybrid materials based on ICP and ferrite-based materials.

System Frequency
Range (GHz)

EM Absorption
(dB) Thickness Bandwidth (<10

dB) (GHz) Obs. Ref.

PAni@Fe3O4- hyd 8.4 −31 (RLmin) 3.5 1.2 (8.4–9.6 (GHz) paraffin wax [88]
PEDOT@Fe3O4-

hollow
(20/80 wt%)

9.5 −30 (RLmin) 4.0 - 80% of paraffin wax [89]

PEDOT@α-FeOOH 8.0 −44 (RLmin) 4.0 - 50% of paraffin wax [90]
PPy@α-FeOOH 15.8 −16.9 (RLmin) 2.0 70% of paraffin wax [91]
PAni/BaFe12O19

(42/8 wt%) 12 −16.5 (SEA) 3.0 - 50% of paraffin wax [92]

PAni@BaFe12O19/CNT
(40/40/20 wt%) 12.4 −36.4 (SEA) 4.5 - 30% of paraffin wax [93]

PAni/YIG (30:20 wt%) 18 −40.2 (SEA) 4.0 - 50% of paraffin wax [94]
PPy@GNP 10.2 −12.1 (RLmin/calc) 2.0 4.2 (8.2–12.4 GHz) Pressed powder [102]

PPy@Fe3O4 10.3 −14.0 (RLmin/calc) 2.0 4.2 (8.2–12.4 GHz) Pressed powder [102]
PPy@GNP/Fe3O4 9.84 −18.3 (RLmin/calc) 2.0 4.2 (8.2–12.4 GHz) Pressed powder [102]

PAni 11.5 −25.0 (RLmin) 2.0 5.1(9.5–14.6 GHz) [95]
PAni@Zn0.5Ni0.4Cr0.1Fe2O4

(100:25 wt%) 13.6 −26.3 (RLmin) 2.0 7 (10–17 GHz) 50% of paraffin wax [95]

PEDOT/GNP 10 −12.5 (RLmin) 2.0 2 (8.5–10.5 GHz) 50% of paraffin wax [103]
PEDOT@NiFe2O4 9.3 −9.8 (RLmin) 4.0 - 50% of paraffin wax [103]

PEDOT@NiFe2O4/GNP 15.6 −45.4 (RLmin) 2.0 4.6 (12.6–17.2 GHz) 50% of paraffin wax [103]
PAni.DBSA@CoFe2O4

(33:67 wt%) 12–18 −21.5 (SEA) - - Pressed powder [104]

PAni.DBSA@CoFe2O4
(50:50 wt%) 12–18 −18 (SEA) - - Pressed powder [104]

PAni.TSA/CoFe2O4
(50:50 wt%) 8.1 −28.4(RLmin) - - Pressed powder [105]

PEDOT:PSS/Fe3O4/RGO
(50:50 wt%) 13 −42.8(RLmin) 1.8 6.4 (8–14.4 GHz) 50% of paraffin wax [106]

PEDOT@RGO/CoFe2O4 10.7 −51.1 (RLmin/calc) 2.0 3.1 (9.4–12.5 GHz 50% of paraffin wax [96]

YIG = yttrium iron garnet.
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5. EMI SE and Microwave Absorbing Properties of Composites Containing ICP
5.1. ICP as Filler in Insulating Polymer Composites

ICP cannot be properly processed and shaped into artefacts due to their high brittle
character, low solubility in common solvents and poor processability. Therefore, dispersing
the ICP inside an insulating polymeric matrix constitutes a versatile approach for develop-
ing conducting materials. This way, flexible and processable conducting composites can be
produced using cost-effective and scalable procedure. Moreover, tuneable electrical and
dielectric properties can be designed by choosing appropriate amount of ICP, and prepa-
ration methodology, such as, mechanical mixing, solution/dispersion mixing and the in
situ polymerization of the ICP in the presence of the insulating polymer. The methodology
depends on the nature of the matrix and exerts significant influence on the conductivity
and EMI SE/microwave absorbing properties of the final material.

5.1.1. Mechanical Mixing

Mechanical mixing is considered a versatile strategy for preparing conducting poly-
meric composites based on thermoplastic and rubber matrices, due to the possibility of
large-scale production and has been extensively employed to produce carbon materials-
based conducting composites [107–109]. However, this technique is not common for ICP-
based composites due to the low thermal stability of these fillers at the processing tempera-
ture, which may result in a decrease of conductivity and also EMI SE. Moreover, the shear
forces used in the melting process may not be enough in some cases to provide a good
dispersion of the ICP particles inside a polymer matrix, thus requiring great amount of
filler to attain the percolation threshold, that is, the insulator—conductor transition. For
blends involving PAni, functionalized protic acids such as DBSA and CSA are frequently
used as doping/protonating agents to improve the compatibility with the polymeric ma-
trix. The preparation of the conducting PAni can be carried out by re-doping process of
the emeraldine base (EB) or through the one step emulsion polymerization of Ani in the
presence of these protonic acids. The methodology for preparing PAni has a significant
influence on the conductivity of the corresponding composite and also the EMI SE. For
example, PAni.DBSA prepared by bulky redoping process of EB was melt mixed with
ethylene−vinyl acetate copolymer (EVA) [110] and styrene−butadiene−styrene block
copolymer (SBS) [111] and compression-moulded into specimens with 2 mm thickness.
The presence of 30% of PAni.DBSA in EVA and SBS matrices resulted in composites with
overall EMI SE (SET) values around 32 dB and 23 dB, respectively, in the X-band frequency
range. In fact, the resistivity values of EVA/PAni.DBSA and SBS/PAni.DBSA were in the
range of 103 and 105 Ω.cm, respectively, which account for the higher SET of the former
system. Nevertheless, blends whose PAni.DBSA was prepared by one step emulsion poly-
merization presented lower EMI SE. This feature was observed for blends with SBS [111]
with similar thickness, whose EMI SE value was around 4 dB for the composite with 30%
of PAni.DBSA. Very low EMI SE value (around 5.5 dB) was also found for poly (vinylidene
fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-co-HFP) melt blended with 30% of PAni.DBSA
prepared by one step emulsion polymerization [112], which may be due to the poor dis-
persion of PAni prepared by this methodology. The bad performance for the last system
may be also attributed to the thickness of the sample (1 mm) and the injection moulding
process, which has been reported to provide lower conductivity and worse EMI SE val-
ues [113]. The higher conductivity and EMI SE values observed for the blends involving
PAni.DBSA prepared by bulky redoping process may be attributed to an additional doping
process during the melt processing due to the presence of excess of DBSA. Additionally,
the presence of molecular DBSA improves the processability of the blend and consequently
the dispersability of the filler.

PAni doped with TSA, prepared by solution re-doping process was also melt blended
with poly(ethylene-co-octene) (EOC) [114]. An EM attenuation of around 80% was observed
in the X-band frequency range (8–12 GHz) when 37% of PAni.TSA was incorporated into
the EOC matrix. This is considered a low performance. Koul et al. studied the effect of
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mixed organic dopants (DBSA and TSA) on the EMI SE of acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene
copolymer (ABS)/PAni composites [115]. The authors reported EMI SE value of 36 dB at a
high frequency (101 GHz) for the blend containing 30% of PAni, although the resistivity
stayed in the range of 106 Ω.cm.

EMI shielding composite materials were also developed using vulcanized rubber as
the matrix. For example, Al- Ghamdi et al. [116] blended different amounts of PAni doped
with H3PO4 with natural rubber (NR) in a two roll-mill together with a sulphur-based
vulcanizing agent. The presence of 30% of PAni.H3PO4 resulted in composites with overall
EMI SE value of around 60 dB at 12 GHz, which is considered an excellent EM attenuation
performance. Yuping et al. [117] studied the effect of PAni.HCl on the EMI SE of the
vulcanized silicone composites in the low frequency range (3–1500 MHz). EMI SE values
around 16–19 dB were reported for composites loaded with 50% of PAni.HCl.

Ramoa et al. [118] prepared PPy in the presence of HCl and DBSA and melt blended
these conducting polymers with thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU). They also synthesized
PPy.HCl and PPy.DBSA in the presence of clay (MMt) and evaluated the effect of different
parameters on the conductivity and EMI SE of the corresponding TPU composites. The
addition of 30% of PPy.HCl and PPy.DBSA in the composites resulted in total EMI SE of
7.1 dB and 7.2 dB, respectively, for samples with 2 mm thickness. The presence of clay
increased the EMI SE to values corresponding to 10.9 dB and 16.6 dB, respectively. Although
clay is an insulating filler, it was able to orientate the PPy chain, thus improving the
conductivity and EMI SE. In fact, conductivity values of around 10−8 S/cm and 10−2 S/cm
were observed for TPU/PPy.DBSA (30%) and TPU/Mt-PPy.DBSA (30%), respectively.
Moreover, the EM through absorption mechanism was enhanced with the presence of clay.
The last composite displayed EMI SE as high as 36.5 dB for sample with 5 mm thickness.

The microwave absorbing properties were also evaluated for systems involving
poly(ethylene-co-propylene-co-5-methylene-2-norbornene (EPDM), poly(styrene-co-
-butadiene) (SBR) and polyurethane (PU)loaded with PAni [119–121]. For these studies, the
doping process of PAni in the non-conductive form (EB) was performed during the melt
mixing of polymer matrix and the protonating agent. The MA properties, characterized
by reflectivity, were measured at X-band frequency range, either on a NRL arch equipped
with two horn-type antennas [119] or with a co-axial transmission system equipped with
waveguide [120]. EPDM loaded with 30% of PAni.DBSA displayed reflectivity value (RL)
of around −10 dB, which means an attenuation of the EM incident radiation by absorption
mechanism of 90%. SBR/PAni.DBSA systems were also combined with poly(styrene sul-
fonic acid) (PSS) as additional doping agent, using a PAni(EB)/DBSA/PSS weight ratio
corresponding to 1:2:0.25 [120]. The EM attenuation increased at higher frequencies, reach-
ing RL values of around −6 dB at 12 GHz and −20 dB at 11.5 GHz for the blends loaded
with 30% and 50% of PAni.DBSA, respectively.

Similar redoping approach was employed to prepare conducting blends constituted
by PU bi-component and 15% of PAni doped with CSA [121]. The authors studied the effect
of the redoping procedure of EB (solution versus melt processing doping), the EB/CSA
molar ratio and mixing temperature on the RL of the corresponding composites in the
X-band frequency range. The authors concluded that the CSA concentration exerted more
influence on the EM attenuation than the doping methodology. In fact, the composite
prepared with EB/CSA = 1:2 displayed RL value of around −2.5 dB when compared with
that prepared with EB/CSA = 1:3 (−23.3 dB at 11.5 GHz). The authors attributed the better
reflectivity of the later system to the higher conductivity.

Recently, PAni.DBSA prepared by emulsion polymerization was dry blended with
PVDF as powder using ball-milling approach followed by compression moulding at 220 ◦C.
The corresponding composite, 1 mm thick, containing 43% of PAni displayed EMI SE
around 18–20 dB in the X-band frequency range [122]. This result was superior than
that obtained by in situ polymerization, which could be attributed to the formation of
co-continuous structure with a dense conducting phase of PAni at the interface between
the PVDF particles. Table 4 summarizes the EMI SE properties of some PAni-based com-
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posites prepared by melt mixing. Except for the PVDF-co-HFP/PAni.DBSA [112] and
ABS/PAni.DBSA/TSA [115] systems, the blends that presented good EMI SE performance
also displayed acceptable conductivity values, indicating that the conductivity is important
for improving the shielding performance, due to the interaction of the EM radiation with the
polaron/bipolaron charge and also with the dipoles. Regarding PVDF-co-HFP/PAni.DBSA
system [112], PAni was prepared by emulsion polymerization and should display poor dis-
persion in the polymeric matrix which decreases the possibility of EM interaction with the
conducting particles. Although the conductivity was not high, the ABS/PAni.DBSA/TSA
system presented high EMI SE but at very high frequency, 101 GHz.

Table 4. EMI SE of some PAni-based composites prepared by melt mixing.

Matrix
ICP

σ(S/cm) EMI SE
(dB)

Frequency
Range (GHz)

Thickness
(mm) Obs. Ref.

Nature Amount

EVA PAni.DBSA 30 10−3 32 8–12 2 bulky redoping
process [110]

SBS PAni.DBSA 30 10−4 23 8–12 2 bulky redoping
process [111]

SBS PAni.DBSA 30 10−13 4 8–12 2 Emulsion polym. [111]
PVDF-co-

HFP PAni.DBSA 30 4 × 10−3 5.5 8–12 1 Emulsion polym. [112]

ABS PAni.DBSA/TSA 30 10−6 36 101 [115]
NR PAni.H3PO4 30 5 × 10−2 60 12 [116]

PDMS PAni.HCl 50 10−3 16–19 0.003–1.5 2 [117]
TPU PPy.DBSA 30 10−8 7.2 8–12 2 [118]
TPU Mt-PPy.DBSA 30 10−2 16.6 8–12 2 [118]

PVDF PAni.DBSA 43 10−1 18–20 8–12 1 Emulsion polym.
Powder mixing [122]

PDMS—Polydimethylsiloxane.

5.1.2. Solution/Dispersion Methodology

PAni in the conducting form (emeraldine salt—ES) is hardly soluble in common
solvents. The solubility is increased when organic protic acids are used as the protonating
agent. Thus, the systems treated in the present section consist of dispersing PAni as powder
in a solution or dispersion of the insulating polymeric matrix. Usually, this procedure
provides PAni-based systems with better conductivity and EMI shielding performance
than that involving melt mixing owing to the better dispersion of the filler inside the
polymeric matrix.

Sudha et al. [123] dispersed PAni or PAni/bentonite hybrid filler doped with DBSA
and 3-pentadecylphenol-4-sulphonic acid (3-PDPSA) in toluene solution of EVA copolymer.
After evaporation of the solvent, the material was compression moulded. PAni doped with
DBSA or 3-PDPSA alone or in combination with clay was prepared by one step emulsion
polymerization. The authors reported EMI SE value of around 55 dB for the composite con-
taining 5% of PAniDBSA or PAni.3-PDPSA, whereas the conductivity stayed in the range of
10−3 S/m. For these studies, samples with 2 mm thickness were measured in the frequency
between 2 and 8 GHz. Increasing the amount of PAniDBSA or PAni.3-PDPSA to 20%, EMI
SE values as high as 72.5 dB and 75.7 dB were achieved, respectively. Although clay is an
insulating material, the presence of clay improved the EMI SE, which was attributed to the
multi-reflection mechanism induced by the high interfacial area of the nanoclay.

Recently, Peymanfar et al. [124] prepared PAni.DBSA/polyacrylonitrile (PAN) blends
by solution process in dimethylformamide (DMF). The authors prepared PAni.DBSA with
different Ani/DBSA molar ratio (10.0; 7.5; 5.0; 2.5) in order to tune the energy band-gap
and consequently the MA and EMI SE properties. The RL of PAni/PAN composites with
different thickness was investigated in the frequency range from 8 to 18 GHz (X-band and
Ku-band) as a function of the Ani/DBSA molar ratio used in the PAni.DBSA synthesis. The
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authors did not clearly report the proportion of PAni.DBSA in the blend but all samples
presented an overall EMI SE higher than 7 dB over the entire X- and Ku-band frequencies.
Moreover, a minimum RL of −84.4 dB at 9.63 GHz was achieved for the blend prepared
with PAni2.5 (Ani/DBSA = 2.5) and thickness of 2.75 mm. This blend also presented a
bandwidth as wide as 7.05 GHz at RL < −10 dB (corresponding to 90% of EM attenuation)
with only 2.25 mm in thickness.

Solution/dispersion methodology is very useful to prepare thin films for EMI SE and
microwave absorbing properties. For example, films of around 70 ± 5 µm thickness were
produced by dispersing PAni.TSA in a mixture of methyl-isobutyl ketone, ethylene glycol
monobutyl ether and n-butanol containing polyacrylate [125]. The EMI SE was measured
in a large frequency range, from 9 KHz to 15 GHz. At low frequency range (200 MHz),
EM attenuation values of 56 dB and 79 dB were observed for the composites loaded with
25% and 65% of PAni, respectively. However, the EMI SE significantly decreased to 19 dB
and 28 dB at 10 GHz. Niu also employed polyacrylate matrix in blends with PAni.HCl
nanofiber by solution in cyclohexanone [126]. Films of 100 µm containing 35% of PAni.HCl
presented EMI SE of 55 dB and 38 dB at 600 MHz and 10 GHz, respectively.

A solution casting process was also employed to prepare PVDF/PAni.TSA composite
with 0.5 mm thickness [127]. The authors used DMF as the solvent and obtained con-
ductivity of around 10−5 S/m for the blend containing 30% of PAni. According to recent
work, DMF is able to deprotonate PAni sample [122]. EMI SE of 50–55 dB was achieved
in the frequency range of 9–10 GHz. Surprisingly, the authors also reported high value
of EMI SE (around 23 dB) for the unloaded PVDF. Thus, one can estimate a real EMI SE
for the PVDF/PAni.TSA blend of around 25 dB, which can be considered a very good
result. The effect of the imidazolium based ionic liquid (IL), 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
hexa-fluorophosphate on the conductivity and EMI SE of PVDF/PAni.TSA blend was also
investigated. The presence of 0.1% of IL resulted in a slight increase in conductivity but a
great improvement of EMI SE behaviour. IL can act as dispersing agent for the PAni phase
and also as compatibilizer between PVDF and PAni. The interfacial adhesion facilitates
the polarization, as well as tunnelling and hopping of the charge carrier thus contribut-
ing for better EM wave attenuation [127]. The authors also reported the SER and SEA of
around 28 dB and 8 dB, respectively, for pure PVDF sample, which can be considered an
intriguing result.

Ajekwene et al. prepared binary blends constituted by poly(ethylene-co-methacrylic
acid) (EMA) neutralized with sodium salt and PAni.HCl or PAni.TSA by solution ap-
proach [128]. Films of around 300 µm were analysed in the X-band frequency. The blends
loaded with 20% of nano PAni.HCL and nano PAni.TSA presented total EMI SE of 19 dB and
29 dB, respectively. Saboor et al., prepared Poly(styrene-co-acrylonitrile) (SAN)/PAni.HCl
by solution process in dichloroethane [129]. Thin films of around 150 µm thick presented
very high EMI SE (higher than 150 dB) at 1 KHz. Increasing the frequency resulted in
significant decrease of EM attenuation.

PAni doped with formic acid was used to prepare polystyrene (PS)/PAni by solution
process [130]. Films of around 250 µm was analysed in the frequency range from 9 to
18 GHz. A total EMI SE of 48 dB was observed at 9 GHz for the blend containing 40%
of PAni. The EMI SE decreased as the frequency increased. However, the EM SE stayed
higher than 20 dB in the whole frequency range, indicating an EM attenuation of 99.9%.

Table 5 summarizes the EMI SE and conductivity of some PAni-based composites pre-
pared by solution/dispersion approach. Generally, the methodology based on dispersion
of the filler in a solution of the polymeric matrix gives rise to higher conductivity and EMI
SE, due to a better dispersion and distribution of the filler in the matrix. However, as a
drawback, the use of organic solvent is not eco-friendly due to the toxicity of most of them.
Moreover, this methodology is hard to be scalable due to the huge amount of solvent in-
volved in the process. However, this procedure is well accepted for developing conducting
films and also coatings. Some coatings based on epoxy resin and other thermoset materials
used solution process as it will be discussed in the next later.
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Table 5. EMI SE of some PAni-based composites prepared by solution/dispersion procedure.

Matrix
ICP

σ (S/cm) EMI SE
(dB)

Frequency
Range
(GHz)

Thickness
(mm)

Ref.
Nature Amount

EVA PAni.DBSA 20 5 × 10−3 72 2–8 2 [123]
EVA PAni.PDPSA 25 6 × 10−3 76 2–8 2 [123]

polyacrylate PAni.TSA 25 5 × 10−3 56 0.2 0.07 [125]
polyacrylate PAni.TSA 25 5 × 10−3 19 10 0.07 [125]
polyacrylate PAni.HCl 35 2 × 10−2 55 0.6 0.1 [126]

PVDF PAni.TSA 30 4 × 10−7 25 9–10 0.5 [127]
EMA PAni.TSA 67 5 × 10−3 29 8.5 0.3 [128]
SAN PAni.HCl 40 13.5 a 164 0.000001 0.15 [129]

PS PAni.HCOOH 40 NI b 48 9 0.25 [130]
a The unity was not informed; b NI = not informed.

5.1.3. In Situ Polymerization Methodology

In situ polymerization has been also employed to develop PAni-based blends with
good conductivity and EMI shielding effectiveness. The synthesis of PAni may be carried
out in a solution medium containing the insulating polymer matrix or in a dispersion of
the polymer matrix as a powder. Ghasemi and Sundararaj prepared PAni.DBSA by in situ
polymerization in PS solution in dichloromethane [131]. Plates of 1.1 mm were compression
moulded and analysed in the frequency range of 8.2–12.4 GHz (X-band frequency). Blend
with 20% of PAni.DBSA presented EMI SE value of around 8 dB, although the conductivity
was relatively high, around 10−1 S/cm.

Magioli et al. used a similar methodology to prepare SBS/PAni.DBSA with 2 mm
thickness and different amounts of PAni.DBSA [111]. Figure 8 compares the total EMI SE of
these composites prepared by physical blend and in situ polymerization. For the physical
blend, PAni.DBSA was prepared by a bulk redoping process. In both systems, the EMI SE
increased as the amount of PAni.DBSA increased. However, the composite prepared by the
in situ polymerization of PAni displayed outstanding EM wave attenuation behaviour. In
fact, EMI SE around 35 to 40 dB was obtained in the range of 8.2–12.4 GHz. This feature
was attributed to the better dispersion of PAni inside the SBS matrix. The conductivity
values of the blends prepared by in situ polymerization were also superior. The RL profiles
of SBS/PAni.DBSA composites are illustrated in Figure 9, as a function of PAni content
and mixing procedure. Both systems loaded with 30% of PAni.DBSA resulted in lower
RL, which can be attributed to the higher conductivity of these samples and consequently
the increase of free charge carrier. The increase of the conductivity results in a significant
decrease of the skin depth. Impedance mismatch in these systems is also important, causing
shielding by reflection as the main mechanism. As discussed previously, the free charge
carriers interact with the EM waves by a reflection mechanism. Thus, the best response in
terms of RL (EM attenuation by absorption) was observed for the physical blend containing
15% of PAni.DBSA [111].
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Lakshmi et al., synthesized PAni.CSA in a solution of PU in tetrahydrofuran (THF) [132].
They used a PU/Ani proportion of 1:1 and obtained the maximum of shielding efficiency
in S-band frequency range of 10.2 dB with a thickness of 1.26 mm. Better results were
observed in the X-band frequency range, where a maximum of 26.7 dB was achieved with
1.9 mm thickness.

Sudha and Sivakala [133] prepared PS/PAni doped with 3-PDPSA by in situ poly-
merization. The presence of 10% of PAni.PDPSA resulted in a blend with a conductivity
of 6.6 S/m and EMI SE of 6.8 dB in the frequency range of 2–8 GHz. On the other hand,
a physical blend containing 15% of PAni.PDPSA prepared by solution process presented
EMI SE of 4 dB and conductivity of 9 × 10−3 S/m. Although the EMI SE was not high in
this system, the in situ polymerization was able to provide blends with more dispersed
filler, resulting in materials with lower electrical percolation thresholds.

The in situ polymerization of Ani was also carried out in the presence of a dispersion
of an insulating polymer as the matrix. For example, Niu carried out the polymerization
of Ani in an aqueous dispersion of polyacrylate as a powder [134]. After synthesizing
PAni.HCl on the surface of the polyacrylate particles, they dedoped the PAni and redoped
again with CSA. The dispersion of polyacrylate/PAni.CSA was sprayed on PVC coupons
obtaining films of around 95 µm. EM attenuation values of 60 dB and 42 dB were observed
for the blend containing 43.3% of PAni.CSA at the frequency of 600 MHz and 10 GHz,
respectively. This is a good example of a polyacrylate-based coating with outstanding
EMI SE.

Pontes et al. [122] studied the effect of the medium on the in situ polymerization of
Ani with DBSA in PVDF solution in DMF or PVDF dispersion in toluene, since PVDF is not
soluble in toluene. For these studies, PVDF as a powder was employed. Samples with 52%
and 56% of PAni.DBSA were obtained in toluene and DMF, respectively, and compression
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moulded at 60 ◦C, giving rise to EMI SE values of 18 dB and 9 dB. The better efficiency
using toluene as the medium may be attributed to the formation of PAni.DBSA layers in
between the PVDF particles, thus contributing for the formation of an effective barrier
against the EM radiation. For systems prepared in DMF, the lower value of EMI SE and
conductivity was attributed to the dedoping of PAni by DMF. The PVDF/PAni.DBSA (52%)
blend compression moulded at 220 ◦C presented significant decrease in both conductivity
and EMI SE (5 × 10−4 S/cm and around 4 dB, respectively), which was attributed to a
dedoping process of PAni during the compression-moulding at high temperature. Lower
amount of PAni.DBSA in the blend (43%) resulted in EMI SE of around 15–16 dB. The
main PAni-based composites prepared by the in situ polymerization are also summarized
in Table 6.

Table 6. EMI SE of some PAni-based composites prepared by in situ polymerization.

Matrix
ICP

σ(S/cm) EMI SE (dB)
Frequency

(GHz)
Thickness

(mm) Ref.
Nature Amount

PS PAni.DBSA 20 10−2 8 8–12 1.1 [131]
SBS PAni.DBSA 30 10−4 35–40 8–12 2.0 [111]
PU PAni.CSA Pu/Ani = 1:1 NI b 26.7 8.8 1.9 [132]
PS PAni.PDPSA 10 0.06 6.8 2–8 NI [133]

Polyacrylate a PAni.CSA 43 0.02 42 10 0.095 [134]
PVDF PAni.DBSA 43 3 × 10−2 15–16 8–12 1.0 [122]

a Water dispersion sprayed in PVC coupons; b NI = not informed.

5.2. ICP as Coating in Fabrics

The interest of developing thin, flexible and lightweight EM shielding materials to
expand their applications in portable devices, microwave protecting clothes, etc., has
resulted in a great amount of research involving the impregnation of ICP on the surface of
textiles via in situ polymerization. The use of fabrics such as cotton, polyester and nylon
as substrates can improve the adhesion of ICP owing the strong interactions between the
polar groups of both components. Different EMI SE values were reported in the literature
for these systems, which depend on the nature of the substrate and ICP, the amount of ICP
impregnated onto the substrate, the measured frequency and the number of layers of the
conducting fabric stacked together. For example, polyester fabrics coated with PAni.HCl
or PAni.TSA displayed EMI SE values of 6.3 and 17.8 dB, respectively, at 101 GHz [135].
Bhat et al. studied different diffusion and polymerization times to synthesize PAni.HCl
onto cotton fabric [136]. Diffusion time of 4 h and polymerization time of 4 h were enough
to develop conducting fabrics with EMI SE of around 100%, 78% and 67% at 0–20 MHz,
20–40 MHz and 40–60 MHz, respectively.

Zhang et al. prepared PAni.H2SO4 in the presence of lens paper made of poly(ethylene
terephthalate) (PET) [137]. The paper was completely covered with PAni after 4 h of
polymerization and the corresponding flexible membrane with around 290 µm thickness
displayed total EMI SE value of around 22–24 dB in the X-band frequency range. The
attenuation was preferentially through absorption mechanism, which was attributed to the
internal multiple reflection and scattering induced by the hetero-structure with numerous
internal interfaces within the system. The same research group also used artificial suede-
like cloth coated with H2SO4 and reported total EMI SE of 24 dB at 10 GHz, for the
membrane 780 µm thick [138]. Both flexible membranes presented excellent resistance to
bending keeping quite similar EM attenuation after several bending cycles.

Hakansson et al. [139] performed the polymerization of Py onto nylon-Lycra textile
using sodium salts of antraquinone-2-sulfonic acid (AQSA) and TSA and reported average
EM absorption values of 43% and 47% in the frequency range of 8–9 GHz for the systems
coated with PPy.AQSA and PPy.TSA, respectively. Onar et al. reported average EMI SE
values of 3.8 dB and 6.0 dB in the frequency range of 6–14 GHz, for cotton fabric coated
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with PAni.HCl and PPy.FeCl3, respectively [140]. The improved behaviour observed for
the fabric containing PPy.FeCl3 may be attributed to the combination of good dielectric and
magnetic properties, due to the Fe contribution. Saini et al. also reported better attenuation
for cotton fabric impregnated with PPy.FeCl3 when compared with PAni.TSA [141]. In fact,
the total EMI SE corresponding to 11.3–17.7 dB was achieved with PPy.FeCl3−based fabric,
whereas PAni.TSA resulted in conducting fabrics with EMI SE around 9.2 to 9.6 dB.

Almost 20 years ago, Kim et al. reported a successful strategy for developing con-
ducting fabrics by combining the chemical and electrochemical polymerization of Py onto
PET fabrics [142]. The chemical polymerization was performed several times to achieve
desirable conductivity values. Then the PET fabric coated with PPy was used as working
electrode for the electro-polymerization in AQSA-Na as electrolyte. Using this approach,
PET/PPy fabric with average EMI SE values around 36 dB was obtained in the frequency
range of 50 MHz to 1.5 GHz. Similar approach was also used by Kim et al. to prepare
nylon-6 woven fabric coated with PPy [143]. The coated fabric obtained by chemical
polymerization resulted in composite with 660 µm and EMI SE of 16 dB. The further
electro-polymerization of the conducting fabric and the combination of five stacked layers
of the conducting fabric resulted in EMI SE as high as 40 dB. The EM attenuation of the
composites with EMI SE lower than 20 dB was mainly through absorption mechanism
whereas those which presented EMI SE higher than 20 dB were characterized by reflection
mechanism in higher extent.

The use of multilayered sheets constituted by conducting fabrics stacked together is
another promising approach for developing flexible and thin materials with outstanding
EMI SE. Saini and Choudhary coated cotton fabric with PPy by the in situ polymerization
of Py in the presence of FeCl3 as the oxidant, which imparts inherent magnetic properties
to this polymer [144]. A single layer of the conducting fabric presented total EMI SE of
around 10 dB in the X-band frequency range, which corresponds to around 93% of EM
attenuation. By stacking successive layers of the coated fabric the EMI SE was greatly
improved, and that composite prepared with five layers displayed EMI SE value as high as
45.7 dB. The outstanding results can be attributed to the multiple reflection phenomenon
due to the several interfaces in the multilayered system.

Hoghoghifard et al. performed the in situ polymerization of Ani onto PET fabric
using HCl as the protonating agent [145]. They achieved 43−53% of EM attenuation in the
8–12 GHz of frequency with absorption of around 45–38%. The EM absorption increased
to around 55% and 63% when the fabric was stacked into two or three layers, respectively.

Flexible microwave absorber papers were also reported by Gopakumar et al. [146] by in
situ polymerization of Ani onto cellulose nanofiber (CNF) followed by a vacuum filtration
technique to obtain a composite paper. Samples with 1 mm thickness and CNF/PAni
proportion of 1:1 displayed total EMI SE of ca 23 dB at 8.2 GHz, with a predominant
absorption mechanism for EM wave attenuation. This value decreased as the thickness of
the composite paper decreased.

5.3. ICPs as Filler in Thermosetting Materials

Thermoset materials, including epoxy, phenolic, and PU networks are promising
materials for developing microwave absorbing coatings due to their thermal resistance,
mechanical properties and adhesion ability on several substrates. Metals are known as
perfect EM reflector materials, which are able to protect a device or equipment from
external EM interference. However, they reflect all incoming radiation, thus disturbing
the performance of other equipment in their neighbourhood. Therefore, it is of paramount
importance to fabricate MA coatings to be applied on metallic and other surfaces. Besides
minimizing the drawbacks caused by the EM interference, the absorption properties are
fundamental for stealth technologies in military industries. The present review discusses
some works involving these systems.
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5.3.1. Epoy Resin as the Thermoset Matrix

Epoxy thermoset is a versatile material that can be used as coating, adhesives and
component for structural material, owing to its outstanding mechanical and thermal
properties, excellent adhesion properties and also barrier component against corrosive
agents. The addition of ICP in this system can give rise to functional coatings with anti-
corrosive and microwave absorbing properties.

Oyharcabal et al. [147] studied the effect of the PAni morphology on the conductivity
and dielectric properties of the epoxy-based composites. They prepared globular, fibrillar
and flak-like PAni (PAniCN). The last one was synthesized using clay as a nano-template.
The system was cured with hexahydrophthalic anhydride and BF3-isophoronediamine as
the catalyst. This system does not affect the doping process of PAni, thus keeping the high
conductivity. The composite constituted by 15% of PAniCN presented much higher con-
ductivity and permittivity in the frequency range of 2.4–8.8 GHz. The calculated RL based
on the complex permittivity corresponded to −37 dB at 8.8 GHz for the epoxy/PAniCN
15% network with 2.6 mm thickness. Moreover, the frequency bandwidth with RL lower
than −10 dB (more than 90% of EM attenuation) corresponded to 2.4 GHz (between 7.8
and 10.2 GHz).

Yazdi et al. [148] prepared PAni.HCl micro- (PAni MP) and nanoparticles (PAni NP)
and used them in different proportions in an epoxy system cured with aromatic amine.
The epoxy network loaded with 15% and 35% of PAni MP presented SET of 4 dB and
11–13 dB in the frequency range of 8–12 GHz, although the electrical conductivity did not
vary (2 × 10−5 and 7 × 10−5 S/cm, respectively). This behaviour suggests that higher
concentration of conducting particle increases the chance of EM waves to interact with
them, thus promoting a better EMI SE. The presence of 4% of PAni NP in the composite
resulted in SET of 2–3 dB in the whole frequency range. They also calculated the RL value
for epoxy/PAni 2 m thick. The addition of 15% of PAni.HCl resulted in composites with a
minimum RL of −14 dB at around 10 GHz and broad absorption properties with frequency
bandwidth of 3.5 GHz (between 8.2 and 11.7 GHz) for RL lower than −10 dB. Increasing
the amount of PAni to 35% increased the SET but decrease the absorption properties
(RL = −4 to −2 dB). This behaviour can be explained by the impedance mismatch due to
the increase of the conductive filler The EM wave cannot penetrate through the surface,
increasing the chance of reflection mechanism.

The combination of ferrite or carbon material with ICP generally contributes for the
improvement of SET and also the absorbing properties. In this context, some works also
investigated these hybrid materials in epoxy networks. Acikalin et al. [149] reported broad
microwave absorption behaviour for epoxy/nanosized PAni system with a minimum RL
of around −24 dB at 10–10.5 GHz. The epoxy resin was cured with amine-based hardener
to obtain specimens with 4 mm thick. However, the authors did not mention the amount
of filler in the epoxy coating. The influence of Ni-Zn ferrite (Zn0.5Ni0.5Fe2O3) was also
investigated, but no significant difference in the RL was observed for the system containing
PAni/ferrite hybrid filler. Didehban et al. [150] prepared PAni/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 ferrite
hybrid and mixed with epoxy resin in a proportion of 20%. The epoxy resin was cured
with dicyandiamide/benzyl dimethyl amine curing system. Epoxy network loaded with
20% of PAni. HCl presented a minimum RL of −4 dB at 11.5 GHz. The combination of
PAni/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 ferrite hybrid with 35% of ferrite improved the RL to −20 dB at
9.1 GHz due to the good magnetic properties of ferrite.

The effect of PAni.TSA and their hybrid with magnetite (Fe3O4) on the MA properties
of epoxy resin cured with anhydride/BF3 system was investigated in terms of RL in the
frequency range of 12–18 GHz [151]. Table 7 summarizes the effect of the Fe3O4 amount in
the PAni hybrid on the MA properties of the epoxy network. The composite containing
neat PAni.TSA resulted in RL of around −7.5 dB (around 80% of EM absorption). The
presence of Fe3O4 in the hybrid resulted in a significant improvement of the absorption
properties in a wider frequency bandwidth. The better results were observed for the hybrid
containing 10% of Fe3O4 or higher. The calculated thickness for the better absorption
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response was also presented. The minimum RL was not significantly influenced by the
thickness. Thus, the microwave absorption properties were greatly improved by using the
hybrid material as fillers due to the combination of dielectric and magnetic losses, imparted
by the conducting and magnetic component.

Table 7. RL of epoxy network filled with PAni.TSA and PAni.TSA/Fe3O4 [151].

PAni.TSA
(%) Fe3O4 (%) Minimum

RL (dB)
Frequency

(GHz)
Bandwidth

(<10 dB) (GHz)
Thickness

(mm)

15 0 −7.5 16.5 - 1.0
15 5 −14.3 17.5 2.0 (16–18 GHz) 1.0
15 10 −42 15.4 3.0 (15–17 GHz) 1.0
15 15 −42 14.0 2.6 (13–15.6 GHz) 1.0
15 20 −37 14.8 2.4 (13.6–16 GHz) 1.0
15 10 −38 a 16 5.0 (13–18 GHz) 1.5
15 10 −37 a 15.5 5.5 (12.5–18 GHz) 2.5
15 10 −37 a 15 6.0 (12–18 GHz) 3.0
15 10 −40 a 14.5 5.5 (12–17.5 GHz) 3.5
15 10 −36 a 15.5 5.5 (12.5–18 GHz) 2.25
15 10 −41 b 15.5 3.0 (13–17 GHz) 1.47

a calculated RL; b measured RL.

Olad and Shakoori dispersed PPy, Fe3O4 and zinc oxide (ZnO) with epoxy matrix
using solvent, which was cured with amine-based hardener [152]. The proportion of PPy
was kept at 15% and the Fe3O4/ZnO ratio was varied. The best results were obtained
by using the Fe3O4/ZnO ratio of 2:1 and 15% of PPy where a minimum RL of −32 dB at
10 GHz and a frequency bandwidth of RL below −10 dB of 3.6 GHz (from 8.8 to 12.4 GHz).
The outstanding performance of this quaternary system was attributed to a synergetic
effect of dielectric properties of PPy and ZnO and the magnetic properties of magnetite.

The dual function of epoxy coatings loaded with ICP was recently reported by
Wang et al. [153]. They prepared a hybrid material constituted by graphene oxide and
PAni.CSA (GO@PAni.CSA) and dispersed in a waterbone curing agent followed by the
epoxy resin. They used different proportions of filler for studying the microwave absorbing
and corrosion properties. For RL studies, the authors used 20, 30 and 40% of filler. The
addition of 30% of the hybrid resulted in a minimum RL of −48 dB at 13.3 GHz with a
matching thickness of 2.4 mm. Moreover, an effective bandwidth of 5.3 GHz from 11 to
16.3 GHz was achieved. For the corrosion experiments, low concentration of filler was
employed and the samples as thin film were obtained by spin-coating technique. This
example highlights the dual function of the coating loaded with ICP.

5.3.2. Polyurethane as the Thermoset Matrix

Polyurethane is also an interesting thermoset material due to its excellent ageing
resistance, water resistance, and tunable mechanical properties based on the nature of the
polyol and diisocyanate used in its synthesis. A few examples related to EMI SE and MA
materials are presented in this section.

PPy doped with DBSA was used to prepare composites based on PU derived from
castor oil [154]. Composite with 2 mm thickness and loaded with 25% of PPy.DBSA
displayed conductivity around 3 × 10−4 S/cm and total EMI SE of around 17–18 dB in the
X-band frequency range. PPy was also prepared in the presence of montmorillonite (MMt).
The addition of 25% of the MMt-PPy.DBSA hybrid resulted in an increase of conductivity
(3.8 × 10−1 S/cm) and also an increase of SET, reaching values around 21 dB in the whole
frequency range studied. This behaviour was attributed to the high aspect ratio of the
clay, which is able to improve the distribution of the PPy component within the PU matrix.
Increasing the thickness of the composite also increased the EMI SE. In fact SET values as
high as 42 dB and 60 dB were achieved for the composites with 8 mm thickness and loaded
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with 25% of PPy.DBSA and MMt-PPy.DBSA, respectively. In all systems, the contribution
of the absorption mechanism for the shielding efficiency was significant.

Flexible PU crosslinked films with improved EM shielding properties were obtained
by dispersing PAni.HCl and PAni.TSA in toluene and mixing this solution with a hyper-
branched hydroxyl-terminated polyester resin [155]. Then, the aliphatic diisocyanate was
added and the mixture was cured. PAni.TSA presented superior conductivity and EMI SE.
The RL was calculated from the complex permittivity values for systems with different
amounts of PAni and different thickness. PU/PAni.HCl composite (2 mm thick) with 15%
of PAni presented minimum RL of around −16 dB at 11.6 GHz, whereas that with similar
thickness containing 15% of PAni.TSA displayed RL of −30 dB at 11.3 GHz. The calculated
and experimental values of RL presented a very good agreement.

Recently, Peymanfar et al. prepared microwave-absorbing nanocompoites based on
PU foam and PAni [156]. Neat PU foam presented a minimum RL of −58.7 at 13.18 GHz
and a RL bandwidth below −10 dB in the whole frequency studied, at X and Ku-band
frequency. This effect was related to the foamed structure of PU. The incorporation of 50%
of PAni resulted in the minimum RL of −84.9 dB at 10.22 GHz fequency with 5.1 GHz
bandwidth with RL < 10 dB with thickness of 3.5 mm. The PU foam/PAni sample with
2.5 mm thickness was able to attenuate more than 90% of the wave (RL < 10 dB) along the
whole frequency studied, and the minimum RL of −69 dB was observed at 13.8 GHz. The
authors attributed the outstanding performance of the foamed system to the impedance
matching and quarter wavelength mechanism.

5.3.3. Poly(Divinylbenzene) as the Thermoset Matrix

Divinylbenzene (DVB) was used as crosslinker monomer to develop conducting
thermoset materials in combination with PAni.DBSA [157,158]. PAni in the EB form was
added to DBSA followed by DVB. The curing process was carried out at 120 ◦C. In these
systems, DBSA plays a role of surfactant, protonating agent for PAni and also crosslinking
agent for DVB. The DVD/PAni.DBSA 50:50% composite displayed conductivity value of
0.49 S/cm and SET of 42 dB at 12 GHz [159]. For this study, specimens 2 mm thick were
employed. The addition of 5% of vapor grown carbon fiber resulted in an increase of both
conductivity and SET, reaching 1.89 S/cm and 50 dB at 12 GHz, respectively.

6. Conclusions

According to the studies presented in the present review, ICP, especially PAni and
PPy, are promising candidates for microwave absorbing and EMI shielding applications
owing to their efficient absorbing properties and versatility of preparation with low cost
reagents, especially polyaniline. The corresponding polymer composites constituted by
ICP as filler dispersed in insulating polymeric matrices that present unique characteristics
which combine lightweight features with easy and scalable preparation, processability and
cost effectiveness properties. Moreover, the electrical conductivity of these composites
may be easily tuned by appropriate choice of the chemical structure and morphology of
the ICP and its amount in the insulating matrix, including the nature of the protonating
agent. Improved microwave absorbing properties have been reported by using hybrid
materials as fillers, where ICP are combined with carbon material and specially ferrites.
The outstanding response is due to a synergetic effect of dielectric and magnetic properties,
as well as the presence of conducting polymers.

Different procedures for the fabrication of the CPC were discussed, including melt
blending, solution/dispersion methodology and in situ polymerization of the monomer
in the presence of the insulating matrix. These procedures strongly affect the electrical
conductivity, morphology and, of course, the EMI SE of the final product. Usually, the
composites prepared by solution and in situ polymerization presented better EMI SE.
However, the use of organic solvents in some methodology is not recommended due
to environmental concerns. This drawback evidently does not apply when water is the
medium. PAni and PPy were also used as coatings in different fabrics, giving rise to flexible
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and high microwave absorbing materials that can be used in different devices and protective
clothes. The combination of PAni with thermosetting materials, specially epoxy resin is
also very interesting due to the possibility of developing multi-functional coatings with
absorbing, anti-corrosion and anti-fouling properties, thus expanding their applications.
Summarizing, although works related to the use of ICP on the development of EMI
shielding and absorbing materials are not new, this subject still arouses enormous interest
due to the multiple possibilities for synthesis and processing. Moreover, the combination of
these ICPs with other dielectric and/or magnetic fillers, as well as, the use of multi-layered
systems are also highly considered for improving the EM wave attenuation and widening
the frequency range with attenuation greater than 90%. Although composites containing
carbonaceous nanofillers have become a good alternative, due to the high conductivity, low
percolation threshold and recent availability, the ICP still displays interest for the researches
due to the possibility of combining other properties to the system, as anti-corrosive coatings,
sensors, etc.
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